FISSEA Poster, Website and Security Trinket Contest

Entry Form

PLEASE REVIEW RULES BEFORE COMPLETING ENTRY FORM. All entries must be received by February 24, 2006. NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED. E-mail entries to fissea-contest@nist.gov.

Name of submitter: K Rudolph

Organization: Native Intelligence, Inc.

Email: kaie/nativeintelligence.com

Type of entry (poster, website, and/or trinket):

Trinket

Title of Entry: Motivational Memo Pads

Description of Entry:

Set of 12 security awareness memo pads (6 for good behaviors and 6 for behaviors that need improvement). Pads are 5.5 inches x 4.25 inches with 25 sheets per pad of one design. Memos can be left on desks as security staff wander through the work area (e.g., at lunch time or after hours) checking for compliance with security policies.